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active users. With 3 million apps on Google Play, the official Android app store, the number of available apps is also impressive.
In the meantime, the research community dedicated considerable
effort in inspecting and analyzing both the Android framework and
the Android apps. A simple query on Google Scholar returns more
than 1 million entries for the word "Android". The appetite of the
researcher community is not only explained by the marketing success of Android. The Android framework is open-source and even
if the apps are released as apk files, unpacking the apks is possible
making most of the code accessible and ready to be analyzed.
In this paper, we present our contribution towards analyzing
Android apps. More specifically, in Section 3, we first explain how
we pioneered the domain of Android app static analysis. Then,
we present our contribution towards Android app modeling and
sensitive/private data flow analysis. We also detail several studies
that we conducted by leveraging Android app "lineages". Finally,
we list several ad hoc static analyses we performed to check diverse
app properties. In Section 4, we present our works towards malware
detection, mostly by relying on machine-learning based approaches.
We first present AndroZoo, a large repository of Android apps that
we made available to the research community. Then, we explain
several validation protocol biases that can occur when assessing
ML based malware detectors. Finally, we present our contributions
related to the detection of both repackaged and piggybacked apps.
In Section 5, we list several open challenges related to both static
analysis and malware detection.

ABSTRACT
Users can today download a wide variety of apps ranging from
simple toy games to sophisticated business-critical apps. They rely
on these apps daily to perform diverse tasks, some of them related
to sensitive information such as their finance or health. Ensuring
high-quality, reliable, and secure apps is thus key. In the TruX research group of the interdisciplinary center for Security, Reliability,
and Trust (SnT) of the University of Luxembourg, we are working
for about 10 years to deliver practical techniques, tools, and other
artifacts (such as repositories) making the analysis of Android apps
possible. In this paper, we will briefly introduce our key contributions in both (1) Android app static analysis to detect security
issues, and (2) Android Malware Detection with machine learning.
We will conclude by listing several open challenges that we are
currently facing towards improving the analysis and security of
Android apps.
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remain. In particular, if an ICC method such startActivity is
called by reflection, ICCTA fails to catch this method call. In 2016,
we propose the DroidRA [21] instrumentation-based approach to
address this issue in a non-invasive way. With DroidRA, we reduce
the resolution of reflective calls to a composite constant propagation problem. We leverage the COAL solver [29] to infer the values
of reflection targets and app, and we eventually instrument this app
to include the corresponding traditional Java call for each reflective
call. Our approach allows to boost an app so that it can be immediately analyzable by ICCTA (and more generally static analyzers that
were not reflection-aware). Recently, in [32] we extended DroidRA
to, for instance, also consider Fragment.
Our last work on the topic of private data flow detection will be
presented at ICSE 2021 [31]. In this work, we show that tools such
as FlowDroid+ICCTA, Amandroid [34], or EPICC do not model all
existing ICC methods. Indeed, in addition to usual ICC methods
such as startActivity, the framework provides other atypical
ways of performing ICCs. To address this limitation in the state of
the art, we propose RAICC [31] a static approach for modeling new
ICC links and thus boosting previous analysis tasks such as ICC
vulnerability detection, privacy leaks detection, malware detection,
etc.

OUR CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS
STATICALLY ANALYZING ANDROID APPS

With my colleagues, we developed and publicly released tools making the static analysis of Android apps possible. Below we list some
of our contributions related to this topic (this list is not exhaustive).

3.1

Making the app analyzable

In early 2000, when the first Android apps were uploaded into
Google Play, it was not possible to directly use static analyzers
such as Soot [33] or Wala [10] to analyze Android apps. Indeed,
while Android apps are mostly developed in Java (or Kotlin), the
resulting executable files are released as ".dex" files that contain
Dalvik bytecode. This bytecode differs from traditional Java bytecode. Several researchers worked on this issue and proposed tools
to translate Dalvik bytecode into another representation that can be
used by an already existing static analyzer. We contributed to this
effort by developing Dexpler [8], a module integrated today in Soot,
that converts Dalvik bytecode into Jimple, the Soot intermediate
representation. To sum up, we made Soot able to process Android
apps.

3.2

3.3

App lineages to perform evolutionary
studies

Software evolution is a key topic in software engineering and software security. Like other software artifacts, Android apps evolve.
In the literature, the set of the successive versions of a given app is
defined as "app lineage". However, investigating these app lineages,
i.e., the evolution of Android apps, is not trivial. Indeed, Android
developers update their apps by providing new apk files, and these
apks have to be published via relevant markets. Nevertheless, mainstream Android app markets including the official market Google
Play provide apps as a fleeing data stream where only the latest
version of an app is available: when the next updated version is
uploaded, the past version is lost. This causes one of the main
difficulties to re-construct the lineage of Android apps.
In [13], we explained how we re-construct the versioned lineages
of Android apps, by leveraging AndroZoo [5], a popular Android
application repository made available to researchers. Then, we performed a large-scale investigation on how vulnerabilities evolve in
Android apps. We fully rely on static vulnerability detection tools
(FlowDroid [7], AndroBugs [27], and IC3 [29]) and report their
results on consecutive versions of Android apps. We investigate
specifically 10 vulnerability types associated with 4 different categories related to common security features (e.g., SSL), its sandbox
mechanism (e.g., Permission issues), code injection (e.g., WebView
RCE vulnerability) as well as its inter-app message passing (e.g., Intent spoofing). Among the main findings, we can cite that: (1) Most
vulnerabilities will survive at least 3 updates. (2) Some third-party
libraries are major contributors to most vulnerabilities detected
by static tools. (3) Some vulnerabilities reported by detection tools
may foreshadow malware.
In an MSR paper [11], we presented our attempt to learn cryptoAPIs usage from the crowd, i.e., by mining crypto-APIs usage rules

Android app Modeling for Sensitive Data
Flow Detection

Being now able to analyze Android apps, we started to search for
security issues such as sensitive data flow leakages (also called
privacy leaks). In 2012/2013, we started a fantastic collaboration
with colleagues from Penn State University in the USA and TU
Darmstadt in Germany. This collaboration yielded popular stateof-the-art tools such as FlowDroid [7] (presented at PLDI 2014),
EPICC [30] (presented at Usenix Security 2013, and further extended
by [29] and [28]), and finally ICCTA [18] (presented at ICSE 2015).
These tools have been designed to detect security issues in Android
apps. For instance, FlowDroid can be used to detect data leaks in
apps. It was probably the first approach proposing to model the
specificities of Android apps (lifecycle, callback methods, ...) making
a sound analysis possible.
Android apps are made of components that communicate between each others via Inter-Component Communication (ICC)
methods such as startActivity, which takes an Intent object as parameter. ICCTA relies on EPICC to retrieve information
from the Intent object and then computes the ICC links, i.e., the
links between components (e.g., Activity A communicates with
Activity B). Thanks to this, ICCTA was able to extend FlowDroid
by supporting inter-component analysis (including inter-app analysis as shown in [19]). However, typical static analysis limitations
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from app lineages. Android app developers recurrently use cryptoAPIs to provide data security to app users. Unfortunately, misuse of
APIs only creates an illusion of security and even exposes apps to
systematic attacks. It is thus necessary to provide developers with
a statically enforceable list of specifications of crypto-API usage
rules. On the one hand, such rules cannot be manually written as
the process does not scale to all available APIs. On the other hand,
a classical mining approach based on typical usage patterns is not
relevant in Android, given that a large share of usages include mistakes. In [11], building on the assumption that “developers update
API usage instances to fix misuses”, we proposed to mine the app
lineages dataset to infer API usage rules. Eventually, our investigations yield negative results on our assumption that API usage
updates tend to correct misuses. Actually, it appears that updates
that fix misuses may be unintentional: subsequent updates quickly
re-introduce the same misuses patterns.

3.4

creating a poor user experience. In an ISSTA 2018 paper [22], we
presented an automated approach named CiD for systematically
modeling the lifecycle of the Android APIs and analyzing app bytecode to flag usages that can lead to potential compatibility issues.
We demonstrated the usefulness of CiD by helping developers repair their apps, and we validated that our tool outperforms the
state-of-the-art on benchmark apps that take into account several
challenges for automatic detection.
Deprecated Android APIs: Because of functionality evolution,
or security and performance-related changes, some APIs eventually become unnecessary in a software system and thus need to
be cleaned to ensure proper maintainability. Those APIs are typically marked first as deprecated APIs and, as recommended, follow
through a deprecated-replace-remove cycle, giving an opportunity
to client application developers to smoothly adapt their code in next
updates. Such a mechanism is adopted in the Android framework
development where thousands of reusable APIs are made available
to Android app developers. In a 2018 MSR paper [24] (further extended with a journal version [25]), we presented a research-based
prototype tool called CDA and apply it to different revisions (i.e.,
releases or tags) of the Android framework code for characterizing deprecated APIs. Based on the data mined by CDA, we then
performed an empirical study on API deprecation in the Android
ecosystem and the associated challenges for maintaining quality
apps. In particular, we investigated the prevalence of deprecated
APIs, their annotations and documentation, their removal and consequences, their replacement messages, developer reactions to API
deprecation, as well as the evolution of the usage of deprecated APIs.
Experimental results reveal several findings that further provide
promising insights related to deprecated Android APIs. Notably, by
mining the source code of the Android framework base, we have
identified three bugs related to deprecated APIs. These bugs have
been quickly assigned and positively appreciated by the framework
maintainers, who claim that these issues will be updated in future
releases.
Mining Android Crash Fixes: Android apps are prone to crash.
This often arises from the misuse of Android framework APIs, making it harder to debug since official Android documentation does
not discuss thoroughly potential exceptions. Recently, the program
repair community has also started to investigate the possibility to
fix crashes automatically. Current results, however, apply to limited example cases. In both scenarios of repair, the main issue is
the need for more example data to drive the fix processes due to
the high cost in time and effort needed to collect and identify fix
examples. In an ISSTA 2019 paper [16], we proposed a scalable
approach, CraftDroid, to mine crash fixes by leveraging a set of 28
thousand carefully reconstructed app lineages from app markets,
without the need for the app source code or issue reports. We developed a replicative testing approach that locates fixes among app
versions that output different runtime logs with the exact same test
inputs. Overall, we have mined 104 relevant crash fixes, further
abstracted 17 fine-grained fix templates that are demonstrated to be
effective for patching crashed apks. Finally, we release ReCBench, a
benchmark consisting of 200 crashed apks and the crash replication
scripts, which the community can explore for evaluating generated
crash-inducing bug patches.

Other static analyses performed on
Android apps

Besides data flow analysis and studies on app lineages, we investigated other properties of Android apps by leveraging static analysis
tools. We present in the following some of these studies:
Common Libraries: By mining 1.5 million apps from Google Play,
we released to the community a list of 1,113 common libraries
(including 240 libraries for advertisement) used in Android apps [23]
(further extended by a journal paper [26]). This list can be used to
identify the code that has been actually written by the developer of
a given Android app.
Direct Inter-app Code Invocation: The Android ecosystem offers different facilities to enable communication among app components and across apps to ensure that rich services can be composed
through functionality reuse. At the heart of this system is the Intercomponent communication (ICC) scheme, which has been largely
studied in the literature. Less known in the community is another
powerful mechanism that allows for direct inter-app code invocation which opens up for different reuse scenarios, both legitimate
or malicious. In a FSE 2020 paper [12], we exposed the general
workflow for this mechanism, which beyond ICCs, enables app
developers to access and invoke functionalities (either entire Java
classes, methods or object fields) implemented in other apps using
official Android APIs. We experimentally showcased how this reuse
mechanism can be leveraged to “plagiarize" supposedly protected
functionalities. Typically, we could leverage this mechanism to bypass security guards that a popular video broadcaster has placed for
preventing access to its video database from outside its provided
app. We further contributed with a static analysis toolkit, named
DICIDer, for detecting direct inter-app code invocations in apps.
Compatibility Issues: The Android API provides the necessary
building blocks for app developers to harness the functionalities
of the Android devices, including for interacting with services and
accessing hardware. This API thus evolves rapidly to meet new
requirements for security, performance, and advanced features, creating a race for developers to update apps. Unfortunately, given the
extent of the API and the lack of automated alerts on important
changes, Android apps are suffered from API-related compatibility
issues. These issues can manifest themselves as runtime crashes
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In [15], we analyze the associations between all labels given by
different vendors and we propose a system called EUPHONY to
systematically unify common samples into family groups. The key
novelty of our approach is that no a-priori knowledge on malware
families is needed.

OUR CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS
ANDROID MALWARE DETECTION

Malware is a real threat to the Android Ecosystem and its user base.
Several studies have shown that malicious apps (i.e., malware) are
present, in no low number, in Android markets including Google
Play [6]. Researchers have proposed various and numerous approaches to detect Android malware. One of the most popular techniques used by researchers is the one based on machine-learning
where the idea is to learn what is goodware, what is malware,
and what discriminates malware from goodware. This learning is
most of the time supervised, i.e., the training step is performed on a
ground truth dataset, i.e., a dataset with well-labeled samples. In several related-works, the reported performance scores are extremely
high when assessed with an "in the lab" setting. In Section 4.2, we
report on several studies that we conducted to check if this high
performance in the lab can translate into high performance in the
wild. Before reporting our studies, in Section 4.1, we present AndroZoo, a large repository of Android apps that we built and shared
with the research community. We also present our attempt to better
label Android malicious samples. Finally, in Section 4.3, we briefly
present our work aiming at detecting repackaged and piggybacked
apps.

4.1

4.2

Large Datasets and Ground Truth:
AndroZoo

Together with my colleagues, we are maintaining AndroZoo [5]2 , a
growing collection of Android Applications collected from several
sources, including the official Google Play app market. Our AndroZoo repository currently contains more than three million apps,
each of which has been analyzed by tens of different Antivirus
products to know which apps are detected as Malware. We provide
this dataset to contribute to ongoing research efforts, as well as to
enable new potential research topics on Android Apps. By releasing
AndroZoo to the research community, we also aim at encouraging
our fellow researchers to engage in reproducible experiments. By
March 2021, we have distributed more than 1100 AndroZoo access
keys to researchers.
Having access to a large number of samples opens new research
directions aiming at efficiently vetting apps, but reliable malware labels are a necessary input to guarantee the quality of both malware
detection and classification models. Malware labeling, however, is
not a trivial task. Manual labeling, where a human analyst inspects
the actions of the malware in a bid to classify them, is prohibitively
expensive, given the number of malware samples discovered every day. In such a setting, it is reasonable to rely on the collective
judgment of Anti-Virus (AV) vendors who specialize in malware
labeling. However, deriving a unified label from labels attached to
samples by AV vendors is difficult. Inconsistencies in Anti-Virus
(AV) labels are indeed common. This is due to both naming disagreements [14] across vendors and also a lack of adopted standards for
naming malware. In particular, on the one hand, samples are often
mis-labeled as different parties use distinct naming schemes for
the same sample. On the other hand, samples are frequently misclassified due to conceptual errors made during labeling processes.
2 The

ML Assessment Protocols

To address the issue of malware detection through large sets of
apps, researchers have investigated the capabilities of machinelearning techniques for proposing effective approaches. So far,
several promising results were recorded in the literature, many
approaches being assessed with what we call in the lab validation
scenarios. In [3] (and previously in a short paper [2]), we revisited
the purpose of malware detection to discuss whether such in the
lab validation scenarios provide reliable indications on the performance of malware detectors in real-world settings, aka in the wild.
To this end, we have devised several Machine Learning classifiers
that rely on a set of features built from applications’ CFGs. We use
a sizeable dataset of over 50 000 Android applications collected
from sources where state-of-the-art approaches have selected their
data. We show that, in the lab, our approach outperforms existing
machine learning-based approaches. However, this high performance does not translate into high performance in the wild. The
performance gap we observed—F-measures dropping from over 0.9
in the lab to below 0.1 in the wild—raises one important question:
How do state-of-the-art approaches perform in the wild?
In another paper [4], we consider the relevance of timeline in the
construction of datasets, to highlight its impact on the performance
of a machine learning-based malware detection scheme. Typically,
we show that simply picking a random set of known malware to
train a malware detector, as it is done in many assessment scenarios from the literature, yields significantly biased results. In
the process of assessing the extent of this impact through various
experiments, we were also able to confirm a number of intuitive
assumptions about Android malware. For instance, we discuss the
existence of Android malware lineages and how they could impact
the performance of malware detection in the wild.
Recently, in [35], we reported another potential bias in machinelearning based malware detection. Datasets may include a large
portion of duplicated samples, which indeed may bias recorded
experimental results and insights. We performed extensive experiments to measure the performance gap that occurs when datasets
are de-duplicated. Our experimental results reveal that duplication
in published datasets has a limited impact on supervised malware
classification models. This observation contrasts with the finding
of Allamanis [1] on the general case of machine learning bias for
big code. Our experiments, however, show that sample duplication more substantially affects unsupervised learning models (e.g.
malware family clustering). Nevertheless, we argue that our fellow
researchers and practitioners should always take sample duplication into consideration when performing machine learning (via
either supervised or unsupervised learning) based Android malware detection, no matter how significant the impact might be.

main maintainer is Dr. Kevin Allix
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incomplete. More works towards better modeling Android
apps are still required.
(3) Binaries files (code written with the C language and then
compile in .so files) are often not considered by static analyzers that usually focus on the Dalvik bytecodes (.dex files).
Not analyzing binary files is currently an important threat
to validity regarding the completeness of the static analyses.

Repackaging and Piggybacking Detection

We investigated two closely related activities that are still an issue
for the Android ecosystem: Repackaging and Piggybacking
Repackaging is indeed a serious threat to the Android ecosystem as it deprives app developers of their benefits, contributes to
spreading malware on users’ devices, and increases the workload
of market maintainers. In the space of six years (2012-2017), the
research around this specific issue has produced 57 approaches
that do not readily scale to millions of apps or are only evaluated
on private datasets without, in general, tool support available to
the community. In [20], through a systematic literature review of
the subject, we argued that the research was slowing down, where
many state-of-the-art approaches have reported high-performance
rates on closed datasets, which are unfortunately difficult to replicate and to compare against. In [20], we proposed to reboot the
research in repackaged app detection by providing a literature
review that summarises the challenges and current solutions for
detecting repackaged apps and by providing a large dataset (named
RePack) that supports replications of existing solutions and implications of new research directions. As a baseline, we proposed
a straightforward machine-learning based repackaging detection
approach that yields reasonable performance scores.
Piggybacking: The Android packaging model offers ample opportunities for malware writers to piggyback malicious code in
popular apps, which can then be easily spread to a large user base.
Although researchers have proposed approaches and tools to identify piggybacked apps, the literature was lacking a comprehensive
investigation into such a phenomenon. In [17], we filled this gap
by 1) systematically building a large set of piggybacked and benign apps pairs, which we release to the community, 2) empirically
studying the characteristics of malicious piggybacked apps in comparison with their benign counterparts, and 3) providing insights on
piggybacking processes. Among several findings providing insights
analysis techniques should build upon to improve the overall detection and classification accuracy of piggybacked apps, we showed
that piggybacking operations not only concern app code, but also
extensively manipulates app resource files, largely contradicting
common beliefs. We also found that piggybacking is done with little
sophistication, in many cases automatically, and often via library
code.

5

We also identified several challenges related to the detection of
Android malware by using AI techniques (mostly machine learning).
(1) Automatically locating malicious payloads and understanding what is the behavior of malware is definitely a big concern for the research community. Actually, as a starting
point, it would be great to understand what really captures
a machine-learning based detector.
(2) Second, a common challenge in the AI domain is representation learning. This challenge still holds for Android malware
detection. Indeed, what is the best representation of Android
apps to detect malware is still not an answered question.
(3) In addition to locating the malicious part(s) of an app, explaining the decisions of machine-learning based malware
detectors, i.e., why an app has been classified as malware is
still an open challenge. In the same direction, characterizing
malware, and more specifically characterizing families of
malware would be beneficial for the entire community.
(4) Finally, in a recent paper [9], we attempt a complete Reproduction of five Android Malware Detectors from the literature and discuss to what extent they are “Reproducible”.
Notably, we provided insights on the implications around
the guesswork that may be required to finalize a working
implementation. We also discussed how barriers to Reproduction could be lifted, and how the malware detection field
would benefit from stronger reproducibility standards—like
many various fields already have. So, a last open challenge
that we could report is to improve artifacts (datasets, benchmarks, tools, etc.) availability and reproducibility in order to
benefit the research community.
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OPEN CHALLENGES

We identified several challenges related to the static analysis of
mobile apps.
(1) First, a common limitation of static analyzers, not specific to
Android apps, is the potentially high number of false alarms.
This is still an open challenge, and approaches allowing
to automatically check that an alarm triggered by a static
analyzer is an actual issue would be great.
(2) A second open challenge is related to the modeling of Android apps. Better models lead to more precise analyses. Related work such as FlowDroid [7] has proposed modeling
of apps that allow overcoming specifies of Android apps
(examples of such specificities are call back methods that can
be triggered at any time by the Android system). However,
recent works (e.g., [31] ) have shown that this model can be
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data analytics, software engineering, information retrieval, etc., to
their research problems.
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